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historically most M2M  
communications were focused  
around proprietary protocols,  
private networks, leased lines  
and pOtS. Some systems have 
moved to local LaNs and tCp/ip.  
Now they are moving to  
Internet access and cellular 
connectivity. Most efforts to  
date are focused on just getting 
things to work with only  
minimal consideration to  
overall system security.  
This paper will discuss ways  
to avoid some of the threats to  
M2M/IoT communications  
systems and ways to mitigate  
others.
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InTrodUCTIon
any discussion of security is dependent on context. this report will discuss security issues 
associated with migrating M2M/iot communications to cellular technologies or creating a new 
M2M/iot product using cellular communications. historically most M2M communications were 
focused around proprietary protocols, private networks, leased lines and pOtS. Some systems 
have moved to local LaNs and tCp/ip. Now they are moving to internet access and cellular  
connectivity. Most efforts to date are focused on just getting things to work with only minimal  
consideration to overall system security. Most cellular modems today connect directly to the 
internet with less protection than the average home pC. even products that do have some threat 
protection are still at risk of unanticipated data consumption. this paper will discuss ways to  
avoid some of the threats to M2M/iot communications systems and ways to mitigate others.
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 HISTorY
   

THe TerM “MACHINe-To-MACHINe” or M2M encompasses a rather broad range of 
activities. in general it refers to some kind of central processor or controller communi-
cating with one or more remote sensors, actuators or other peripherals to perform some 
kind of automated function. this can be as simple as a home thermostat controlling a 
central furnace and air conditioner or it can be as complicated as computers at Johnson 
Space Center receiving telemetry from and tasking the Mars rover. Since there is likely 
to be very limited cellular coverage on Mars, this discussion will be limited to more  
mundane activities here on this planet.

  HIsTorICALLy, Pre-INTerNeT, the M2M industry did not put a lot of effort into security 
measures. Most connections were directly wired, either parallel or serial. Serial con-
nections like V.35, rS-232, rS-422, rS-485, etc. were common. Security was physical. 
if there was an issue, it was resolved with a steel conduit or a cabinet. around the same 
time companies were creating network technologies and protocols. Xerox and Digital 
equipment Corporation developed ethernet and DeCnet. iBM created token-ring and 
SNa: apple created apple-talk. there were numerous others, all with little or no security 
considerations. Larger companies created private networks using these new network 
technologies and protocols over leased lines, ranging from analog phone lines through 
to digital t1 lines. the only real external security concerns were associated with “plain 
Old telephone System” (pOtS) modems. at that time usernames and passwords were 
enough. with directories that were all paper, analog dialing and long negotiation times, 
any brute force attack would literally take forever. if someone did manage to get through, 
at speeds from 1200 to 9600 baud, there was plenty of time to trace the call. all of the 
phones were pOtS lines; a trace not only discovered who had placed the call, but exactly 
where the call was placed. Making the prospects for anonymity, and not getting caught, 
fairly remote.

  IN THe MId 1970’s the “Defense advanced research projects agency” (Darpa) funded 
a project to create a next generation network protocol to connect diverse networks and 
systems. in 1982, the US Department of Defense (DoD) declared tCp/ip the standard 
for all military networking. when Microsoft released windows 95 with native tCp/ip 
support, it became the dominant protocol. in the mid 1980’s, when the DoD, universities 
and defense contractors were busy interconnecting, “the internet” was born, followed 
moments later by the first hacker. 

  CeLLuLAr dATA NeTworks were created in the internet era. Cellular devices, al-
though they may have other services associated with the carrier’s network such as SMS 
or eGpS, for data purposes are ip devices. they can communicate using almost any ip 
protocol that any other ip node (such as a pC) can use. Cellular modems have at least 
one ip address that is provided by the cellular carrier when the modem initiates a con-
nection to the carrier’s network. a common analog to this is the pre-broadband dial-up 
internet connection where a computer, using a modem, would dial-up a service provider, 
authenticate and gain access to the internet. this is essentially how cell phones, tablets 
and cellular modems work today, except without telephone wire and r2D2 sound effects.



SECUrITY CHaLLEngE
The challenge is to integrate historic, current and future M2M/IoT products and applications 
with cellular wireless technologies without becoming road kill on the Internet highway. 

technology is moving quickly and there are a lot of solutions and/or products to either adapt or 
replace traditional M2M devices and control systems. Discussion of these products is outside 
the scope of this paper. however, the vast majority shares a common design feature. the cellular 
modem is designed to register to a cellular carrier, establish a data connection, get an ip address, 
and gain access to the internet via the carrier’s network. they work this way because this is typi-
cally the only type of connection carriers offer the general public. however, there are a number  
of security and design issues associated with this type of connection.

 InTErnET addrESSES
  the carrier’s network typically assigns a dynamic public address when the modem estab-

lishes a data connection to the network. as the term dynamic implies, the address will typi-
cally change at every connection. a public address allows mobile devices to communicate 
with servers on the internet. it also allows systems on the internet, some may be hostile, to 
communicate or try to communicate with the mobile device. this can lead to hostile attacks 
and unexpected wireless data consumption.

  Some carriers provide a DNS (Domain Name System) lookup facility using a mobile device’s 
phone number to return the current ip address. while this may, initially, be good for the 
user’s application, it also means that the phone number can be used to track and attack a 
specific device. 

    Note: Fixed public addresses may be available from some carrier’s on a limited scale  
and at additional cost. however, with the global depletion of ipv4 addresses it unlikely  
that there will be sufficient public ip address for any kind of sizeable deployment. 

 dEvICE BaSEd SECUrITY
  present concepts of device security are of limited value for cellular data communications. 

Firewalls, usernames and passwords, and multi-factor authentication are designed to pre-
vent un-authorized and/or malicious access into an ip node, system or device. while these 
techniques are effective at preventing intrusion into a cellular data device, they do not pre-
vent the associated ip data traffic from reaching the device and consuming metered cellular 
data. typical M2M data usage is less than 5MB per month. Brute force username/password 
attacks and repeated ports scans can consume 5MB and very quickly.

 

 denial of service Attack (dos) 
  a DoS attack is performed by sending so much traffic, from one or more sources, to a 

specific ip node, system or device that it causes the node to fail or sufficiently congest the 
network to the node so as to make the node unusable. this attack is notable in that it can 
both deny access to the node and cause very large data consumption and overages.

 aBSEnCE of dEvICE BaSEd SECUrITY
  the previous section “Device Based Security” assumed that at least some level of device 

security was present. this is not always the case. Sometimes security is missing, un-
configured or misunderstood, leaving the device unprotected. when a legacy M2M device is 
connected to a cellular modem, it is not always clear what features or listeners are enabled 
in the tCp/ip protocol stack, for example Ftp or telnet. Once that modem connects to the 
carrier’s network and the device is on the internet, the automated scanners will find and 
exploit any openings. they will find them. Not long ago, just as a cursory test, an unprotected 
system was given a public address and put on the internet. within 60 seconds it had been 
found. within 120 seconds it was unusable from the keyboard.
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 TraCEaBILITY
  traceability is for accountability, it does not directly prevent any kind of attack or abuse. 

tracing is used to identify the source of the attack or abuse. Unlike traditional telecom-
munications (i.e. pOtS lines) the internet provides ample opportunities for anonymity, which 
emboldens groups and individuals with less than honorable intentions since the chances of 
being traced or actually getting caught are very remote. with little to no disincentive, the rate 
and frequency of intrusion attempts is only going to rise.

 rEmoTE InITIaTEd ConnECTIonS
  Cellular connectivity works well with a traditional client/server model where the client 

always connects to the server. with cellular connectivity, the modem establishes a data con-
nection to the carrier’s network and then the client application can create an ip connection 
to a server on the internet. while some M2M/iot solutions have been created or modified to 
operate in a similar fashion using scheduled or timed reports and check-ins, many M2M/iot 
solutions require the server to have ability to initiate an ip connection to the remote device. 
a number of methods have been created to work around this problem that typically involve 
keeping the device continuously connected to the carrier’s network and reporting the devices 
ip address to the server. there are several problems with this:

 Increased data usage  
  ip connection resources within the carrier’s network are valuable. the carriers set inactivity 

timers and disconnect devices that have not pass traffic for the configured timeout period. 
the only way to overcome this is to send some traffic slightly more frequently than the 
timeout period. this traffic usually needs to be initiated from the cellular device. it can be as 
simple as a ping or it can be a check-in to a server. these “keepalives” will consume billable 
cellular data.

 Abuse of Carrier’s Network 
  ip connection resources within the carrier’s network are also finite. Most carriers have 

some kind of guidelines as to how they expect the network to be used. Some carriers actu-
ally publish them. Some, at their discretion, will require applications to be certified so that 
they do not adversely affect their network. the point being, applications that retain ip con-
nection resources for extended periods of time and pass very little traffic can and have been 
considered abuse on some networks. 

  extended exposure to Internet Attacks
  From a cellular security stand point using the internet can be like a backwards game 

of “whack-a-Mole.” the objective is to connect, get an address, perform the required 
transaction(s), release the address and disconnect. the longer a node is active on the 
internet, with the same address, the higher the likelihood that it will be found, attacked and 
possibly compromised. there are constant address and port scans on public addresses on 
the internet. it is just a matter of time before an active address is found, interrogated and 
attacked.
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 dEvICE BaSEd vPnS (vIrTUaL PrIvaTE nETworkS)
  VpNs are another way to overcome the remote initiated vs. host-initiated problem and also 

enable good data privacy, but they do not provide any security on the device. Device based 
VpNs can also be a technique for overcoming the inactivity timer. the timers for the VpN 
keepalive or Dead-peer-Detection (DpD) are much shorter than the network’s inactivity tim-
ers and may even cause enough traffic to avoid abuse consideration. however, that means a 
lot more billable data, which is a financial, not a security challenge. 

 SmS
  SMS is a special case. it is not ip based and could be considered outside the scope this 

report. SMS is currently is not generally used as a vector for hacking. however, as more 
applications use it and more attention turns to smart phones, tablets and other connected 
devices, it will likely become a vector for malicious attacks. SMS can also be a financial 
concern. in the U.S., both Mobile Originated (MO) and Mobile terminated (Mt) SMS can be 
billable.

THrEaT mITIgaTIon
 Now that some of the challenges have been identified, the discussion changes to ways to mitigate 
or avoid these risks. as is usually the case with business this is a risk vs. reward situation. the 
drive to use the internet provides for faster, cheaper deployments and access to previously un-
reachable areas. in return it opens your deployment up to a very hostile security environment. as 
might be expected, mitigating threats has a cost in time, complexity and dollars.

 avoId THE PUBLIC InTErnET
  a wise man once said, “the best way to avoid a train wreck is to stay off of the tracks.” if at 

all possible, stay off the public internet. internet protocol can be used without going out on 
the public internet. Get access to private apNs through M2M solution providers or, if your 
deployment is large enough to make it cost effective, get a private apN from one or more 
cellular carriers. an apN is effectively a bridge between the complexities of cellular ip data 
infrastructures and the ubiquitous wired ip/internet infrastructure. the configuration of  
the apN controls all facets of the mobile device’s interaction with the internet. with a private 
apN carriers will allow some modifications to this interaction, like authentication and  
addressing.

 PrIvaTE IP addrESSIng
  private ip addresses are defined in the internet engineering task Force (ietF) rFC-1918. 

private address space consists of 256 Class a networks (192.168.0.0 thru 192.168.255.0), 
16 Class B networks (172.16.0.0 thru 172.31.0.0), and one Class a network (10.0.0.0). these 
addresses do not occur on the internet and can be used privately for any purpose. private 
addresses are not permitted on the internet. For a node with a private address to reach the 
internet its source address must be actively translated to a public address. private address-
ing aids security in that it requires a third component to be specifically configured to allow a 
privately addressed node to communicate with, or be attacked by, a node on the internet.
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 HoST vPnS
  host VpNs connect one or more hosts to an M2M/iot solution provider or a cellular carrier. 

the advantage to this type of VpN, as opposed to a device-based VpN, is that it typically 
encompasses all of the traffic to or from all cellular data devices for a given subnet or 
customer. this is a key component; it allows traffic to and from cellular data devices without 
the devices being directly accessible from the internet. Cellular carriers tend to offer very 
limited VpN options in conjunction with private apNs. M2M solutions providers tend to offer 
more flexibility in VpN types and options without the complexity, or expense, needed to setup 
a private apN.

 STaTIC addrESSIng
  as was discussed earlier, many M2M/iot applications have been and are based on a central 

controller or host connecting to or polling remote devices, which in this report, are cel-
lular data devices. Static addressing, in this context, means that the device can always be 
addressed using the same address. So when a host attempts to connect, it can always use 
the same address. there are two basic ways to do this, static address and using static Nat 
(Network address translation; each has its own pros and cons. 

 static Address 
  Static address is the simplest and most common. when a device connects to a carrier net-

work, during the authentication process the device is always given the same address. the 
drawback to this is that all devices using a static address apN must always, for routing pur-
poses, connect to the same carrier hardware that houses the apN. if that hardware is being 
serviced, fails or is otherwise unavailable, all devices on that apN will be disconnected and 
will remain disconnected until the apN hardware is available, or the apN and the routing are 
moved to replacement hardware.

 static NAT (Network Address Translation) 
  Static Nat is more complicated and unique to M2M/iot solutions providers. when a device 

connects to a carrier network it is given a dynamic address. the address the device receives 
is tracked and a Nat entry is added to redundant locations within the M2M solutions provid-
er’s network so that the device will always be reachable using the same address. the most 
significant advantage to this is that when the carrier uses dynamic addressing, it can spread 
a single apN across a number of pieces of hardware. when a piece of hardware fails, the 
devices using it are disconnected and can reconnect immediately on anyone of the remaining 
units that the apN is using.

  dEvICE-To-dEvICE CommUnICaTIon
  this is one of those little loopholes that often slip past unnoticed. typically, all devices within 

a single apN can communicate using ip addresses without leaving the carriers network and  
without transiting any kind of firewall or access control system. while this may not be a prob-
lem on a completely private apN, it is a big problem when using a shared or public apN. the 
good news is that most carriers can block it at the apN level for both shared and private apNs.  
Select an M2M solutions provider or carrier that blocks device-to-device communication. 
however, some applications may require device-to-device communications between specific 
devices. at least one M2M solutions provider that implicitly blocks all device-to-device com-
munication offers the ability to allow communication between explicitly defined devices.
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 ConnECTIon ConTroL
  as the number of M2M/iot devices increases, the chances and frequency of carriers enforc-

ing network abuse policies will increase. Specifically, keeping devices connected to the net-
work continuously and passing very little or no traffic for extended periods of time. this will 
likely take the form of reduced inactivity timers followed, eventually, by traffic volume over 
time equations. anyway they do it, it will have an economic impact in the form of increased 
usage and device connectivity issues. Basically, connecting to a carrier’s network for an 
extended period of time (hours, days, weeks) on the chance that a host might need to con-
nect to it may not be a successful solution in the long run. the answer is to create or modify 
a solution so that the cellular data device only connects to the carrier’s network when it is 
needed and releases it when it is no longer necessary. to do this, some method, or combina-
tion of methods, of connection wakeup needs to be used to establish the connection to the 
carrier’s network. it is important to understand that this connection enables the device and 
host to communicate; it is not referring to the actual communication. the actual communi-
cation is controlled by the application and can be initiated in either direction. the common 
wakeup types are event, timed, SMS, and Dial.

 event wakeup 
  this type of wakeup establishes a connection when one or more pre-configured events occur 

local to the cellular data device. Once connected to the carrier’s network, the device and 
host can initiate ip communications in either direction.

 Timed (or scheduled) wakeup 
  this type of wakeup establishes a connection at a predetermined time at the cellular data 

device. the time can be relative, a simple timer, or absolute, scheduled at a specific date and 
time. Once connected to the carrier’s network, the device and host can initiate ip communi-
cations in either direction. if the clocks of the device and host are adequately synchronized 
using a common external source, like the cellular carrier’s network clock, then it may be 
possible to have a host application that polls devices on a regular schedule and operates 
unchanged when communicating with a cellular data device.

 sMs wakeup 
  this type of wakeup establishes a connection when the device receives SMS from an exter-

nal source. Once connected to the carrier’s network, the device and host can initiate ip com-
munications in either direction. SMS is a message protocol and can be used to signal many 
types of actions from many different sources. it is important that the SMS message uniquely 
indicates the desired action (from a specific source, contain a specific message, etc.…). it is 
also important to confirm the validity of the sender. the message should contain some kind 
of password or code to confirm that the sender is allowed to initiate the requested action. 
it is important to note that SMS does not guarantee delivery and, depending on the method 
sent, delivery time can vary from seconds to minutes to hours. in general the closer to the 
carrier’s network the better. 

 dial wakeup 
  this type of wakeup establishes a connection when the device receives a voice call attempt 

from a specific source phone number. Once connected to the carrier’s network, the device 
and host can initiate ip communications in either direction. this is the least secure and the 
most problematic method for remote signaling. the only advantage is that it tends to be very 
quick. the problems are significant. the caller-id can be easily spoofed. if it has a dial able 
phone number, can be called from anywhere. if it has a non-dialable number or no number  
it cannot be dialed at all. auto redirect to voicemail can disable it. Some carriers simply 
do not like it and prohibit it by contract. in specific cases it might be useful, but it would be 
advisable to find a better method for general deployment.

  with all of the wakeup types, it is important to include a shutdown process based on time, 
inactivity or an understanding of when the application has finished communicating so that 
there is an orderly disconnect from the carrier’s network.
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ConCLUSIonS
the communications environment for the M2M/iot industry has changed and is continuing to 
change rapidly. with the introduction of the internet into the equation, the security environment 
has become very treacherous. Considering all of the very interesting things that are already being 
connected, let alone all the things that have yet to be imagined, the number of very intelligent and 
determined people that will attempt to gain un-authorized access to absolutely everything, for 
both malicious and benign reason, will multiply rapidly. as stated earlier, getting off the internet 
is effective for mitigating numerous security threats, but it may not be possible for some deploy-
ments, especially for consumer products. this report is only an introduction to the issues and 
mitigation practices to be considered. 

a lot of M2M applications have, historically, been designed for unmetered or wired lines. Some 
current designs are based on the assumption that data will continue to be cheaper. the reality is 
that for the number of cellular data devices that are projected in the next few years to work with 
the available bandwidth and network resources, both devices and applications are going to have  
to make more efficient use of cellular networks.

M2M/IoT service providers, like Telit, can help.
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